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In this photo-essay of the COVID-19 pandemic in Aotearoa/NZ, each photo is
accompanied by a brief comment on the pandemic impact or response. In some
instances these images reflect success factors such as the relatively early
introduction of border controls and the stringent nature of the “lockdown”. But
we also consider some weaknesses: the slow adoption of mandated mass mask
use and the recent run of eight border control failures.

Figure 1: Decisive science-informed government action. The distinguishing feature of
the NZ response to COVID-19 was that the Government listened to science input and
changed direction from the mitigation approach of its pandemic influenza plan to an
elimination strategy.1 The goal of eliminating COVID-19 transmission in the community has
driven subsequent interventions to keep it out at the borders and stamp it out with a
lockdown followed by high volume testing, tracing, quarantine of contacts and isolation of
cases. NZ is the only OECD country with an explicit elimination strategy and has the lowest
COVID-19 mortality amoung this group of 37 countries.2 (All photos by Luke Pilkinton-Ching,
University of Otago Wellington; unless otherwise indicated.)



 

Figure 2: Border restrictions meant that incoming travellers have been largely restricted
to returning NZ citizens and a few essential workers. Along with the stringent lockdown,
tight border control has almost certainly been a critical success factor in NZ being able to
successfully eliminate transmission of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic virus in the community.



 

Figure 3: A new type of “rush hour”, with this photo of the main motorway into
Wellington City during Alert Level 4, early May 2020. The very stringent nature of the
lockdown (where travel was largely limited to just essential workers and supermarket
shopping within local areas) was successfully used to achieve the elimination of community
transmission. Indeed, the stringency of the control measures was the highest out of all
high-income countries (peaking with a score of 96.3/100 but also dropping markedly in mid-
May to 36.1/100; with the equivalent scores for Australia being 73.2/100 and 64.5/100).3

Nevertheless, better prepared jurisdictions, such as Taiwan were able to avoid a lockdown
while still achieving elimination of community transmission.4



 

Figure 4: Physical distancing during Alert Level 3 (May 2020) also resulted in some
unusual adaptive arrangements. The concept of confining social contacts to a “bubble” was
an extremely successful one (it was pioneered by Dr Tristram Ingham of the University of
Otago).5



 

Figure 5: Hygiene-related signage in Christchurch Airport (Level 1 August 2020; photo:
Nick Wilson). This signage includes the themes of hand hygiene, cough etiquette, using the
“NZ COVID Tracer App” and also “being kind”. But the lack of messaging around masks,
given the likely importance of the inhalation route for this pandemic virus6 (and especially
on aircraft), is a notable deficit with the Government’s messaging up to this time.



 

Figure 6: Sign for a COVID-19 testing station at a school in Wellington. New Zealanders
have done very well with getting tested and this is a valuable approach for early outbreak
detection.7 Nevertheless, the adoption of testing by NZ was still relatively slow compared to
various countries in East Asia. For example, South Korean firms were already accredited to
develop and sell test kits for COVID-19 with local production virtually ready when the first
case arrived (and 140,000+ tests were done in South Korea before early March 2020).8



 

Figure 7: Swabbing for the pandemic virus (SARS-CoV-2), Wellington, May 2020. This
process might be phased out when saliva-based tests become reliable enough and are
adopted for use in NZ.



 

Figure 8: Mandated mask use began for the first time for the NZ public in response to
the Auckland August outbreak (ie, for public transport at Alert Level 3 for Auckland, and
Alert Level 2 for the rest of NZ). This was a very slow approach to requiring mass mask use
by the NZ Government (ie, after many months of advocacy by NZ researchers since April
2020).9101112 This is one of the likely failings of the NZ response that an official inquiry into
the country’s pandemic response could investigate (as called for since June13).



 

Figure 9: The Jet Park Hotel in Auckland is one of the managed isolation and
quarantine (MIQ) facilities in NZ. The use of such hotels has the advantage of utilising
an existing resource and supporting employment of hotel staff at a time when international
tourism has ended. However, such hotels are not appropriately designed for being either
quarantine or isolation facilities and as such they appear to have contributed to most of the
eight border control failures seen in NZ since the start of August.14 A solution to such
problems may be a “traffic light” system for border controls,15 and with facilities built at a
place like Ōhakea air base for people coming from high risk countries.16 For example,
Australia is making a use of an air force base in the Northern Territory17 (although Australia
has also had multiple failures with hotel-based quarantine).



 

Figure 10: Community support is shown in this photo of a volunteer from Kōkiri Marae
with an example of cold goods included in food packages (8 April). This Marae distributed
the packages to individuals and families that were in need. At a national-level the NZ
Government also worked to cushion the economic consequences of the pandemic response
with wage subsidies, job creation programmes and other measures (eg, home heating
subsidies).
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